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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, Septeniber 13, 1963

.MORE PAVING OF CITY STREETS PLANNED

ID

:on

•

Murray Will Meet Hume Fogg
Of Nashville Here Tonight

Work To Beam In Near Future
Before Winter. Weather Begins

Meeting Of Water
District Patrons
Planned On Monday
7111Pre will be a meeting .of all
proposed patrons and property owners in the Murray No. 1 Water District located generally along State
Highway 94 east of Murray to Elm
Grove Church) In the Circuit courtroom of the Calloway County Courtheuse on next Monday night beginning at 700 o'clock.
The Federal grant for this water
project has now been approved, and
all property owners within the District are urged to be present at this
Meeting in order that required action may be taken to advance the
actual construction of the water
system Beth husbands and wives
should be present . The consulting
engineers, attorney and officials of
the District will be present to explain the project, and the plans for
construction.
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The Hume Fogg Tech Blue Devils 1
will arrive in Murray this evening
to meet the Tigers of Murray High
at Holland Stadium at 8:00. o'clock
tonight
Coach Hank Miller plans to bring
23 boys to Murray.
The starting lineup for the Blue
Devils will be Sal Webb at quarter.-ack. He is a 130 pound senior.
-

Calloway High
P-TA To Meet
Monday Night

Center will be a 170 pound senior
lob McNeil.
At tackle will be two seniors, 195
pound Wayne Wright and 165 pound
Danny Parkhurst
Guards will be 150 pound Jimmy
Gregory and 155 pciund Woody
Davis. both seniors.
At end will be a 134 pound sophomore Roy Depriest and senior. 175
pound Gary Curtis.
Al right half will be 140 pound
Junior Bubba Baker and at left
half wall be Larry Bowman, 148
pound senior.
Floyd Anderson 175 pound senior
will play at fullback.
Coach Ty Holland reported that
no megrims will be handed out at
this game, therefore last week's programs should be used for the Murray High Tigers
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 13, 1963

Television Schedule

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Id/ter,
or Public Voitg items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet interest of our readers._
-19OLLYWOOD- --NM -New Chat
Virginian" bi safety into Its
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVM: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1500 "The
wericd year of production. f
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y.
; reveal a tittle secret.
Week of Sept. 14-Sept. 20
Week of Sept. 14-Sept. 20
Week of Sept. 14-Sept. 20
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Daily Monday through Friday
Daily Monday through Friday
Jim over- a year ago I was one
Dally Monday through Friday
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission aii of thirty &eters who
reported to 5:46 Farm News
700 Today Show
6:45 News, Weather, Timetable
Second Class Matter.
Res ut• Stt los to try out for the
6:00 Manny Junction
9.00 Say When
Pere Golden Minutes
title
role
in
thet
series I read for 7:46 Morning News
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, per
9,25 NBC Morning Repute
7:00 Country Boy Eddie
sraagn 84.
CaLowee and adJoitung counUes, per year, $4.50; Maelacer* took • sernen teak, 7:S6 Morning Weather
P
9:30 May Your Hunch
8:00 04,01 Crook's Crew
l and nui through a few test scenes
where, $8.00.
8.00 Trimmer Vue
10:30 Mng Linka
8:30 Morning News
I with Lee J. Cobb-and I tuner arra
8.15
Captain
11
.
00
Kangaroo
Your
First Inipreelekon
8:40 Wastheracope
'The Outstanding Civic Maid of • Ganununity is the
mentioned that I had already play9:00 People Are Funny
11.30 Truth or Cbnaequences
8:46 Debbie Drake Show
ed -The Virscuan" on television
Integrity on lbMovrapaipes"
11:55 NBC Day Report
9:30 I Love Lucy
9:00 Romper Room
four years earlier.
10:00 The McCoys
12:00 News, Farm Markets
10:00 Price Is Right
Our 90-mmute color series was
Leib Pastor Speaks
10:30 Pete and Gladys
FRIDAY,- SEPTEMBER 13. 19433
10:30 Seven Keys
the first successful tetevemon ver1100 Love of Life
12:30 Romper Room
11:00 Tennessee Ernie Ford
sion of Mr Owen Wester's classic
1:00 People Will Talk
11.Z Harry Reasoner News
11:30 Father Knows Beat
novel-but it was not the first time
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
1:25 NBC News Report
12:00 General Hospital
the story had been put. on the home
11:45 The Guiding Light
1:30 The Doctors
12:30 Tennesseans 131 Town and
screens.
1.2:00 The World at Noon
2:00 Loretta Young
Country
-Five years ago Screen Gems de12:05 Old Time Singing Oonvention 2:30 You Don't Say
1:00 Ann ti:ochern
cided _to hring
Virginign"
12:30 As The World Turns
By UNITED PRESS INefERNATIONAL
3:610 Markt Deane
1:30 Day In Court
rthe air as a half-hour N
black and 100 Password
3:25 NBC News Region
1:45 News For Women
OSLO, Norway - Vice President Lyndon B Johnson, corn-. wthte serlas-and
Waa aiRoed to 1:30 House Party
3:30 Make Room for Daddy
2.00 Queen for a Day
star In - the title role.
menting on the future of the world, at a press conference:
4:00
Beat of Grouch:,
2:00 To Tell the Truth
2:30 Who Do You Trust
Needs Shave
4:30 Popeye (M.. T.. W.)
2:25 Doug Edwards News
"If we can find peace, we will have the best generation
3:00 Trailmaster
The early „moil of ...
rfieV. 2:30 Edge of
4.30 Fri. Dance Peaty to 5:30
4:00 Superman
Night
in history. If not. God help us, we will all be done."
Onion- was really nothing like the
500 Amos and Andy (Moil., wed) 4:30 Mickey Mouse Cab
3 00 The Secret. Storm
Ole that is now seen each Wednes5:00 Ann Sothern (Tues.. Thum.) 5:30 a-Rite News
3:30 Popeye and Friends
MOSODW - Soviet newspaper SoveLskaya Rossia, des- (MyMight It had the Virginian
5.30 Huntley-Brinkley
4:00 Big Show
5:40 Weathertaxme
(-riling what it called profiteers allegedly using bread as portrayed as • real dandy
6.00 News
5:30 CBS Evening News
6.45 Ron Cochran with the News
He was fresh off the battledields
fodder for their Cattle ana poultry:
6:05 Weather
Saturday, Sept. 14
6:00 The Rifleman
of the Civil War, and his fancy
"Swine behaving like swine."
6:10 Sports
7:00 Eddie Hill Variety Show
10:00 Newaoope
elOthes made him look more like
6:15 Huraley-Brulkiey Report
8:00 captain Kangaroo
10:15 Murphy Martin with News
a riverboat gambler In the NBC900 Alvin Show
10:26 Steve Allen Show
WASHINGTON - Sell. Frank J. Lausche (D.-Ohio), ex- TV
tiaturdas, Sept. 14
version the hero is 30 years pad
9:30 Mighty Mouse
11.30 Five Golden Minutes
7:00 R. F. D.-TV
plaining his support for the nuclear Lest ban treaty despite the
War, and he LS often seen
10:00 Ran Tin Tin
7:30 Atop the Fence Past
reservations about Me Soviet Union's intentions:
, covered with the dirt of hard work.
Satuntay, Sept. 14
10:30 Roy Rogers
7:56 Newt.
"On the other -Side of the coin. some &3-odd nations have. and badle In need of a shave.
8 25 Raymond Massey Reads the
11:00 Sky King
8:00 Popeye
signed the treaty-partly through our solicitation . . . these
Bible
API-'eanng with me in that early 11:30 Collegiate Kickoff
8:30 Ruif and Reddy
version were two young actors who
facts at the present writing impel me to support it."
8:30 Farmer's Almanac
11:46 NCAA Football
9.00
Shari
Lewis
has,' since made their marks in 2,30 Haseisas
900 Children's Gospel Hour
Game of Week
9.30 King Leonardo
Hollywood
9 30 Caph Crooks Crew
MINNEAPOLIS - Police Inspector Calvin Hawkinson,
5:00 Mister Ed
10:00
Fury
One of them was Bob Gist. who 5,30
1000 Cartoonies
woo& 14 weeere
ordering the second intensive-search for two little girls miss- ehortly
10:30 1,1ake Room for Deddy
thereafter stepped behind
10:30 Beanny and Cecil
6,00 Newsbeat
11 :00 Watch Mr. Wizard
ing since last Saturday. despite the lack of solid clues!
the cameras to become one of tete11:00 Bugs Bunny
610
Radar
Weather
11.30
Baseball
"We don't want to leave a stone unturned, we want to be visions top chrectors
11:30 Magic Land of Alakaram
6 15 Today In Sports
2:00 Weekend at the Movies
as sure as anyone can be.
Series Failed
12:00 My Friend Plicka
6.30 Lucy-Deal Comedy Hour
5.00
Studio
Bownng
, The other one was a friendly 7.30 The Defenders
12:30 American Band:stand
6:00 Time Out for Sports
giant named Dan Blocker-and at 8.30 Have Gun
1.30 Exclusively Outdoors
Will Travel
II:15
News
that time he had never heard of
2:00 Saturday Matinee
9 00 Gursmoke
6.30 The Lieutenant
I the character of Hess Cartwright
3:30 AFL Highlights
10:00 Saturday Night News
7:30. Joey Bishop
or of a soon-to-be-famous televiWorld of Sports
10:10 Radar Weather
8.00 Saturday Night at the-Movies 4:00 ABCs Wide
sor'series called -Bonanza"
•
530 All Star Wrestling
1015 Today in Sports
10.00 Saturday Night Jamboree
We all worked hard on that pilot6:30 The . Gallant Men
10:20 Films of the 50's
10:30 Weekend at the Movies
and then set back and watched it
7:30 Hootenanny
Sunday. Sept. IS
Sunday, Sept. 15
krIGHT
being passed from hand to hand
8:00 Lawrence Welk
7:45 eluldren's Mite Stories
8:30 Paducah Devotion
anee finally placed on the shelf It
9:00 The Fight of the Weee
8-00 Heaven's Jubilee
9.15 Hamilton Brothers Juartet
has appeared on television a few
9:45 Make that Spare
9 . 00 Little Country Church
9,30 The Christophers
times. but no one wanted to buy it
10:00 Saturday Color Movie:
10:00 Camera Three
9:4e Sacred Heart
as a series
10:30 Homestead USA
1000 This is the Life
Sunday, Sept. IS
Of course I was climppoInted
11:00 Faith For Today
10:30 The Answer
8 30 Gospel Singing Caravan
when it failed to sell-that-thatmeant
11:30 Popeye and Friends
11:00 Popeye
9:30 TV Gospel Sing
I was out of work again I nave
1145 Pro-FootbaLl Kickoff _
11:30 Frantiers of Faith
-1CL00 Morning_ Movie__
7 --1
,
been aebnal *knee -I-wan eblrht Tea" 1.2•00 NFL- Faxiii-iie
- -----7-Jileiiiimeeemi-erromee•
-1-2700 Baseball
DI:30 The Ohristophem
ced but it hasn't been any bed of
2. 30 Holly Spectacular
3:00 Weekend at the Movies
Illemme THE WHIMS POSIMDA770N
12:00 Orel Roberta
roses
4:00 Spelldown
4:30 Bullwinkle
12:30 The Pioneers
I have held down a variety of 4:30 Amateur Hour
5:00 Meet the Press
1.00 Eye on the Issues
Juts while waiting tor acting aS- 5 00 Twentieth
.
5:30 Quarterback Club
Century
1:30 Men into Space
signinents-including one where I 5.30 Death Valley kitiiis.
5:45 Accent
Earp
Wyatt
2:.00
.drase.-11126 an hour bv counting 6.00
La da 6:00 Ensign 0-rooie
2:30 AFL, Football
doughnuts for a catering firm.
630 Dennis the Menace
630 Wonderful World or Odor
5115 All Pro Scorebbard
Likes Meters
I 7:00 Ed Sullivan Show
7:30 Grind]
5:30 Surfside Six
I was working as an auto mech.- E:oh The Real
800 Bonanza
MoCoYs
6:30 Travels of Jaimie MePheeters
'mc when I was informed, that I 8,30
0 E, Tnie Theatre
9:00 Show of the Week
7:00 Jane Wyman Presents
had won the title role in the new 9,00 candid Camera
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
7:30 Arrest and Trial
version of -The Verginian'•-arid 9,30 what., m y Line
10:15 Weekend at the Movies
9:00 100 Grand
that I was to report for work in
10:00 Sunday News
Monday, Sept. 16
9:30 Medic
two days
10 15 Az* The Mayor
6:30 Monday Night at The Movies 1000 News Seope
For that first month I was the
1030 Million Dollar Movie
8:30 Art Dirdtlet ter
1015 Judge Roy Bean
only cowboy on televiston who had
9:00 The Loy al Opposition
Monday. Sept. 1.6
10:45 UT Football
auto grease under he fingernails
600 Newabeat
9:30 Dragnet
I had taken on quite a few repair
Monday. Sept. 16
615 Radar Weather
10:00 News Picture
jobs before I was told that I had
6:20 Today In Sports
5:00 Huckleberry Hound
10:15 The Law and Mr Jones
been hued by the studio, and for
6:30 To Tell the Truth
6:30 Outer Limits
10:45 Tonight Show
the first three weeks of filming
7:00 I've Got A Secret
7:30 Wagon Train
Tuesday, Sept. 17
I had to rush home and work in
7:30 Vexation Playhouse
9:00 The Breaking Point
6:30 Lartunie
the garage until the wee hours of
8:00 Jack Benny Special
730 Empire
the morning in order to get
Tuesday, Sept. 17
9:00 Password
8:30 Dick Powell Theatre
cars put back together and enter5:00 Sea Hunt
9:30 Stump the Stars
9:30 A Chance To Achieve
ed to my customers.
6:30 Combat
10 00 Big Nese
.0:00 News Picture
I still enjoy 'Saying around with
7:30 licF1alee Navy
10 15 Radar Weather
10:15 Dragnet
motors-but I do it now because I
8:00 Greatest Show on Earth
10:20 Today In Sports
10:45 Tonight Show
like to, not because I have to.
9:00 The Fugitive
10.25 Million Dollar Movie
Wednesday, Sept. 18
Tuesday. Sept. 17
6:30 Virginian
Wednesday, Sept. 18
43:00 Newsbeat
8:00 Kraft Mystery Theatre
MAN 1- TOURNAMENTS
5:00 Yogi Bear
6:15 Radar Weather
9.00 Eleventh Hour
6:30 Ozzie and Harriet
1000 Neva Picture
SALT LAKE CM' ref - In the 620 Today In Sports
7:00 Patty Duke Show
10:15 Biography
10 years Pack Gardner has coach- 6:30 Marsball Dillon
7:30 Price Ls Right
10:45 Tonight Show
ed badtediall at the Umveriety of 7:00 The Playhouse
8:00 Bert Casey
7:30 Celebrity Talent Scouts
Thursday, Sept. 19
Utah the school has participated in
FOREIGN FISHING FLEETS WORRY THEM-U.S. Sena. Warren
900 Charming
.6:30 Temple Houston
.G. Meguuson (right). D-Wash., and E
14 pre-season or post-season tour- 8:30 Picture This
Thursday, Sept. 19
(Bob) Bartlett D7:30 Dr. Kildare
i leske. rue alarmed in Washington, D C., at the L .„e e-cee
naments The total will climb to 15 900 Keefe Brasselle Show
5.:00 Sea Hunt
Li..33
L.Lablo
8:30 Hazel
tied Japanese ristm g vessels sfing
th.s December after Utah's partici- 10,00 Big News
e...ni
aieng
6:30 The Pnrustorles
b
coasts a Use United Stat• a. 'hey fear some seesaes
9.00 An Experiment in Excellence i:oo Donna Reed
paeon in the New York Holiday 10:15 Radar Weather
10:00 News Picture
of flee may be depleted.
Festival in Madison Square Gard- 10:20 Today In Sports
7:30 My Three Sons'
10:25 Million Duller Movie
10:15 Be). Masterson
en
.Dean Show
8:0h Jimmy.
Wednesday. Sept. 18
046 Tonight Show
9:00 Eddie Adams
Friday, Sept. 29
600 Newsbeat.
9:30 Wanted: Dead or Alive
6:16 Radar Weather
6.30 International Showtime
Friday, Sept. 20
7:30 Sing Along with Mitch
6:20 Today In Sports
5:00 Quick Draw McGraw
6:30 CBS Reports
8 30 Harry's Girls
630 77 Sunset Strip
7:30 Dobie Gillis
9:00 Jack Pear Show
6.30 Burke's Law
8 00 Beverly Hillbillies
.0:00 News Picture
8:30 Farmer's Daughter
8.30 Dick Van Dyke
10:15 M-Squad
9 00 The Outlaws
9.00 Reckoning
10:45 Tonight Siert'
10:00 Big News
10:15 Radar Weather
10:20 Today In Sports
10:25 Million Dollar Movie

Channel5- WIAC-TVI Channel 6- WPSD-TV Channel 8- WSIX-TV
CBS
NBC
ABC

Quotes From The News

Rtris

AMERICA'S

1 CRIPPLER

Thursday. Sept. 19
6:00 Newsbeat
6:15 Radar Weather
6.20 Today en Spires
6.30 People Are Tunny
7:00 Perry Mason
8:00 Twilight Zone
9'00 The Nurses
10:00 Big News
10:15 Radar Weather
10-20 Today In evicts
10 25 Films of the 50's

POLARIS TENDER-The Polaris 'submarine tender Holland Is shown in the naval shipyard
at Charleston, S. C,, all ready ter Its Sept. 7 commissioning. The Holland, equipped for
Making any repairs other than ria;or overhauls, has 50 officers, 900 enlisted men. The
craft is named for John P. Holland, 'father of the Navy's submarines.

Friday, Sept. 211
6:00 Newsbeat
6- 15 Radar Weather
6 20 Tod 8.1; In Sports
6:30 Rawhide
7 30 Route M
8'30 Alfred Hitchcock
9 30 Pertralt
10:00 Big News
10•25 Radar Weather
10.20 Today I ne Spores
10 25 Films of the 50's

DEVIANCE OF SUPREME COURT-Sociakaelenee teacher George
Vasil leads his North Brookfield, Mass., high school class in
Bible reading in defiance of a U.S. Sureine Court ruling.
Bible reading also took place in Cambridge, Mass., school&

CO.
MURRAY LOAN 3-2621

Telephone PL
506 W. Main St.
IT:YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN CO."

*

T. V. OWNERS

*

BUY YOUR PICTURE TUBES DIRECT FROM
OUR FACTORY AND SAVE
YOU GET THE HIGHEST QUALITY AT
THE LOWEST PRICE
17' & 21- Picture Tubes, installed
$24.95

T. V. SERVICE CENTER
312 N 4th Street
Day - 753-5865

flp

Murray, Ky.
Night - 753-6017

Need Tires!
IF SO - VISIT

TOMMY CARROLL MOTOR SALES

OVER 300 NEW AND USED TIRES!!
-TO-Pleit- tIttrwt!!
Any Size

NEW NYLON TIRES

114.95

14-Inch Size Only

NEW RECAPS
GOOD USED TIRE.;

with exc. '8.95
from 63.00

We will mount and balance your tires while you
wait. All these tires must go by October 1 to make
room for new shipment.

Tommy Carroll Motor Sales
1 5 Block East of Murray Plaza Court
1105 l'ogue Ave.
Phone 753-1489

FOR SALE OR RENT

TOP QUALITY
SMITH-CORONA

Secretarial Typewriter
FACTORY RECONDITIONED

BREAK INTO BOYS SCHOOL-Steel-helmeted combat police
break clown gate at the Chu Van An boys high school in
Saigon. South Viet Nam. to call a halt to the anti-government deanonalration. Nearly reez were arrested. (Radiophoto),
--
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VARIATIONS ON A GAME:

Bad News
For.Rest Of
The NFL

&

TIMES

—

KENTUCKY

Yanks Battle French-Poodle Youth Is Fine, But The Old Men Of Dot.
Magic Today Scene Stealer Are The Ones Who Have Taken Charge In 3
From Curtis

- the
•
seven to win his 13th gams
CHAMP
National League games.
By FRED DOWN
Juan Marichal pitched a four- Philhes. Homers by Roy Sae, i- and
By MARTIN LADER
United Press International
and *hitter, struck out 13 and hit his Tony Maylur led the Phillica %sights
United Press International
Youth can be wonderful
win his hit attack.
The New York Yankees, who hanthe Los Angeles Dodgers have plenty first major league homer to
mortals with ease, will pit
mer," of the team 22nd gam/ of the season for the
"old
mere
the
--but
dle
Coaches Vince Lombardi of Green
Giants,
HOLLYWOOD eat-You know, atheir magic against ths mysteries
seem to have takea charge of. Its Giants. Felipe Alou sent the
Bay, George Wilson of Detroit, Budter doing a picture with Cary Grant
41=••••••••=•••••
destiny
in front with a hcmer off Tracy .
the supernatural today.
of
1953
dy Parker of Pittsburgh and Cieorge
/ thought I would never have to I
successful conflict by the New
men who most re- Stallard's first pitch of the game
the
sre
A
These
,
FOR CORRECT
Hales of Chicago had bad news for
Yorkers aguinst the age-old super- Worry about any scene-stealer in Bert ths choke-up charges they have and Ed Bailey also homered in San
the rest of the National Football
business.
since the San Francisco Gi- Francisco's 10-hit attack.
stitions represented by a Friday the the
heard
League Tuesday.
Well, I have Just fireshed my I ants "sto!e" the 1,962 Netional Lea13th will result in their fourth
All four pronounced their teams
Former Dodger star Duke Snider
American League pennant latest comedy film at Universal, gue pennant. Gold solid pros ...like
straight
fn top physical condition for this
DAY OR NIGHT
"Wild and Wonderful." and what I Willy Moon ...Maury Wills ...and wets honored in pre-game cerethe 28th in their history.
and
monies, which included the introweekend's opening games of the
Their mortal opponents will be happened to me shouldn't happen • John Ftoseboro.
duction of most of the Brosklyn
NFL season.
to a dog, only it did.
the hour of the Dodge
the Minnesota Twins, currently
stars of the 1950-57 era. He taent
Parker said his Steelers were in
_ Th.
COURTESY
Monsieur Cognac, the smartest er
holding down second place, 13 games
greatest need, with the St Louis
hitless in three official trips to the
their best physical condition for
behind the Yankees. Each club has ?tench poodle in the world, has riaifties coming on like gangbusters
the start of the season in years. He
the meatiest role of the year in and it's these men who have answer- plate but made a leaping one-hand14 games remaining.
ed catch to rob Chuck Hiller of an
credited a new pre-season physical
And, as usual. the Yankees have the ptcture and is constantly trying td manager Walt Alston's call for
IN HILLSDALE, MICH., Hillsdale College football coach Frank
fitness prOgraan which stressed run- an ace up their sleeve. Even if they to break up my romance with I help.
extra-bass hit.
(Muddy) Waters passes out popsickles to his warriors beof
ning and no contact sessions for the lose today, they'll still have three CihrLstine Kaufmann.
sause be thinks they should not take in too much liquid
s I Stiffening in the face of the CarKy.
rookie Ray Culp I
Murray,
Harti-thrtswing
injuriee.
weather.
of
lack
September
been
er
too hut during practice seasion.s in hot
more cracks at Minnesota over the
a P°°eh likeieinal charge. the Dodgers have wonThe Packers were sent through an
Monsieur Coenac The script Calls their last three games to retain pitched a five-hitter and struck out
weekend to nail down the flag.
unusually rOiligh Monday workout
Either Jim Houton a9-6) or Al for him to answer a telephone, wink, their ttu-ce-garne bulge oiler the
by Lombardi, who denounced Green
Downing (12-41 will work for New settle, yawn, open drawers, turn on , swiftles shove taken 15 of their
a last 16 including six in i row. First
Bay's winning effort last Saturday York against Twin ace Camilo Pas- faucets and act drunk A sort
night as "gloppy." Tackel Dave Han- cual (18-8).
cross between Laurence Olivier and it was Moon driving in two runs
ner suffered a broken thumb in the
The only other team with a slim Dean Martin So help me. he does in a 4-2 victory, then it was Wills
exhibition game with Washington hope of catching the Yankees Is all of.these things. I ask you, what with four hits in a 9-4 triumph and
but is expected to play Sunday.
the Chicago White Sox, 14 games chance does an orthodox two-legged Thursday night it was Roseboro
Wilson said the Lions were in, off the pace in third place. But just actor have to capture the attention with a grand slam homer and five
the best condition since the train- one Yankee win or Chicago loss of an audience with that type of runs batted in for a -personal" 5-3
ing season opened. 011ie Matson, would eliminate the Sox and any canine competition?
triumph over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
DAYS
whom the Lions obtained from the combination of two New York vicTrying to steal a scene from
Under Pressure
game
their
started
top
speed
at
The
ran
Dodgers
Rams last month,
tories or Minnesota defeats would that method mutt is like trying
Monday for the first time.
to sneak a daybreak past a rooster. in Pittsburgh Thursday night under
EXCITING!
knock out the Twins.
lineKilcullen,
Defensive end Bob
To begin with, he has sad brown the most extreme sort of pi essure.
Yanks Beat A's
ENTERTAINING!
L!
EDUCATIONA
Charand
back
backer Larry Morris
The Yankees moved to the border eyes set in the MOSt expressive face The Cardinals' 8-3 afternoon victory
Your Gate Adrnlsslon Opens Ti.
• •
lie Bivins were taken off the Bears' of mathematical certanty by whip- I. have ever seen in an aotor. If a over the Chicago Cubs already was
Doors To The FABULOUS WORLD
and i6-game winlinemiddle
injured list Hales said
ping the Kansas City Athletics, 6-2, human thespian were equipped' on the scoreboard
tlie
WIDE REVUE with item from all ewer
backer Tom Bettis. with an elbow Thursday. Stan Williams went the with such a mobile, elastic face with ner Bob Friend was on the mount
THE ATOMIC DISPLAY: THE SPACE • •
injury, might miss the Bears' open- distance to make his season record its wonderful assortment of ex- for the Pisa'es.
GIANT ROCKETS! FAMOUS DiaiNG
a
er with Green Bay. Back. Billy Mar- 8-6 and John Blanchard provided pretsions. h'd wind up with an OsRoseboro provided the Detiger smand many more free shows 5 •itabaii
:
4 1.1 1
leg
his
in
tin. who broke a bone
ear every year.
the punch with a two-run homer.
swer when he went to bat with the
25c
",°''
CHILD
$1.00
ADULT
ADMISSION
FAIRGROUNDS
Saturday, is the only BeBar definte_
I've nevered envied any actor in bases filled and two out in the first
Mau:roots kept its faint hopes
ly out.
alive by edging the Cleveland In- Hollywood. except this one. During inning — and connected for the
coach Dan Rollins
School
High
Linn
ORE.,
CITY,
the
! IN OREGON
The Giants were heartened by
ef ha career to
dians, 3-2, in 10 innings, and in the the filming of "Wild and Wonder- sec-end grand
twist for
runs the record player while his charges do the
return of backs Phil King and Alex only other American League game ful" I had just one standin. He had send the Dodgers off to a 4-0 lead.
better football conditioning.
Webster to full time status for New the Los Angeles Angels blanked the three. His father acted as his regu- Ftoseboro singled home Moon in the
York. However, veteran backs Prank Boston Red Sox, 2-0.
lar stand-in. one brother substi- third inning to make it 5-0 and
Gifford and Hugh afrElhenny and
Williams was in trouble twice tuted for him in the long shots, and Johnny Pocircs protscasi the margin
guards BoBoltie Bolin and Darrell early in the game and finished another brother was utilized as a unal the eighsh wnen he needed
17 THRILLING SHOWS! FAMOUS STARS!
Dees are still nursing injuries.
the relief help of :- sei Passinoski.
strong after yielding two runs .in stunt double.
SEPT. 20 only THE THREE STOOGES
In other canape: The Los Angeles the fifth inning. The hard-throwing
• Offhand. I would say this was The will was Podrea 13th sgainst
SEPT. 21-22 America's and TV's Favorite
Rains signed two-way lineman Stan right-hander gave up eight hits and HoDywood's most flagrant case of 10 hisses.
Hillbillies ... Granny, Elly Mae and Jethro
Fanning from the Chicago Bears and struck out only three.
The Cardinals continued their ter'a\
SEPT. 23-28 CLINT WALKER
-obtained lineman Larry Stephens
Alanchard provided Williams with neP)Cillni
There was absolutely no makeup rific late drive behind 'se seven-hit,
star of TV' "CHEYENN
from Dallas.. The San Francisco 4 the support he needed with his problems for him. I never heard the seven-strikeout pitching of Ernie
T.CKETS ON
Forty Ninens learned defensive half-. 15th home ran in the fourth inning makeup artist utter a single corn- Eiroglio, who scored his 16th vic$Ak.E AT
be United Mee Isteraw.losal
GC,Dsm 11.4 S
back Jerry Mertens would undergo after the Yankees had scored once plaint about his face not looking tory Bill White hit a two-run homer
CENTP A .
Cleveland a.r-Los Angeles. night
surgery for torn knee ligaments and in the second. Moe Drabowsky (6- just right for the big scene. Chang- snd drove in three rune and Dick
by United Press International
7011 CE' CE
New York at Minnmota, night
that guard Mike hfagac suffered 121 was the loser.
ing the expression on his face would Groat and Stan Musisl had two hits
NATIONAL LEAGUE
night
0.8 Baltimore at Detroit,
Hall Sets Record
Pet.
I.
W
a dislocated shoulder. ..Coach Week)
be like changing the one on the each in the 11-hit attack.
Bob Allison's 10th inning sacrifice Mona Lisa's
89 57 610
Chicago at Washington, night
Ewbs.rik of the American Football
Giants Beat Metz
Los Angeles
night
87 61 .588 3
Boston at Kansas City,
Oaineraman.Joseph •Leshelle said
League New York Jets gave his fly drove. home the winning run for
St. Louis
Francisco Gir.nts stopped
The
Soli
BO 67 .544 94
Milwaukee
team a three-day vacation Monday. the Twins. Earlier, Jim Hall had he has never seen anyone less conSaturday's Games
79 68 .537 10Se
rookie end. suffered hit a two-run homer for the‘Twins. sciete of the camera and so natural their two-game skid with a 8-0 win
Heeter,
Ban Francisco
_Gene
.
night
Cusesiesel et Lees Aagele5,
mid -the'
hili'dlph= 77 70 .524 —Mt; Boston at Kansas City, night
it r-tin-aa bruised leg- against Boston 'Sun- It was his Thicr &Ted &bite Ine
Md7wn
a'rookie. to wet my lips and swallow hard
by
most
homers
78 72 .520 13
for
record
Cincinnati
day.
ay-night
2,
Minn..
New York at
74 73 .503 16%
The old mark was set by Ted Wil- once or twice each time a scene Houston Colts. 4-1, in the only otherl
(hicago
Baltimore at Detroit
89 77 .473 20
liams of Boston in 1939. Relief illa- begins, but this mutt acts as if the
Pittsburgh
night
Washington,
Chases° at
BLAINE TAXES PEE-1111ED
cher Bill Dailey gained his sixth camera it a playmate instead of an
DAZZY DAZZLED
64 93 .367 36%
Houston
6898 533 40Se
triumph against three defeats
New York
On The Haael Highway - 3 Miles South of Murray
OOLUNiBIA. Mo. <UM — Ed Blaine.
Don Lee pitched four-hit bill in antagmig
Thorimiarr Results
As for dialoguenever heard, - NEW YORK Pt — Deasy Vance.
a rookie guard with the Green Bay
weather before 1.530 farm, him blow a single line in all the late fireballer of the Brooklyn DodIt Louis 8 Chicago 3
Packers football team last semen, is 100-degree
ever to witness scenes we did together. He barked. gers of daffyness-days fame, led
For
San Francisco 8 New York 0, night
a pre-medical course at the the smallest crowd
pusuing
a major league ballgeme in Los snarled, curled his lip, scratched, the National League in strikeouts,
LOS Angeles 5 Pittsburgh 3, night
University of Missouri
Angeles. It reas the eighth victory right on cue from trainer Frank •seven straight seasons from laal
Philadelphia 4 Houston 1, night
in 18 deciskeas fix Lee. The Angels Weatherwax.
Only games scheduled)
, through 1928.
scored botirthila runs in the sevs
Today's Games
'03 SERIES PAY
Another thing I envy is his total
Calenth inning ola• b sacrifice fly by lack of tenseness. He was always
Cincinnati at Chicago
The ONLY automotive parts discount house in
Jim ?repast and a Boston error.
we
need
— The winning
Los Angeles at Philadelphia. 2, teayou
relaxed. He never took his day's
BOS'I'ON
what
have
don't
we
If
loway County.
night
problems home with him. Unlike share for each member of the Ha.DIRECT WIRE SERVICE to
hurry.
a
in
it
get
can
Milwaukee at St. Louis, night
most actors, he couldn't seem to , ton Red Sox in the first world ser)
Weekend Sports Summary
sixteen states.(A Free Service for your convenience
Houston at New York, night
care_e±tt
app
less about losing his boxoffice lea ever played—in 1903- -was only
reg':
an Francisco at Pittsburgh,
$1.182.
QUALITY
CANTON. Ohio eat -Seventeen
Saturday's Games
* WE NOW HAVE THE HIGHEST
1963
former players and executives were ,
Houston at New York
OF NEW MUFFLERS, FROM 1942 THR17
Inducted into the professional footLos Angeles at Philadelphia
$3.50 each, and up
TRADE WITI1 . . ..
MODELS AT
ball Hall of Fame at the dedication
San Francisco at Pittsburgh
ceremonies
Cincinnati at Chicago
* FULL WHEEL COVERS TO FIT ALMOST
Milwaukee at St Louis

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE

DIAL

753-6363

PEOPLES BANK

ler George

ol class in
Art ruling.

I., schools.

1

of

6

9

MEMPHIS 9

A WORLD OF FREE
ENJOYMENT!

1. FROM
AT
.

$24.95

ER

6017

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIk

STARTLING EXHIBITS!
MILLION $ MIDWAY!

SALES

1ES!!
_ ‘14.95

Kc. '8.95
)rn '3.00
hill. you
to make

ales

Check With

Murray Auto Salvage
All Your

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS & ACCESSORIEF

t

ag5 PARKER MOTORS

AMERICAN LEAGUE
T.- km

NT

W.

T..

Pei.

Ok

New York ------91 51 .855
84 64 .568 13
Minnesota
al 65 .561 14
.Slucago
78 '70 .527 19
taltimore
72 75 .490 2414
Detroit
70 79 470 21',4
Beaton
70 80 467 28
Cleveland
67 80 .456 29s.,
Kansas City
67 82 450 304
Los Angeles
5.3 95 358 43Se
Washington
Thursday's Results
Minnesota 3 Cleveland 2. 10 inns.
New York 5 Kansas City 2
Los Angeles 2 Boston 0

* (Only games scheduled)
Today's Games

"SHELLS" DEFENSE — Adm.
George W. Anderson, who
was dropped as Chief of
Naval Operations after one
two-year term, tells the Na-

FORD IN HER FUTURE?'—A reporter in Milan. Italy, quoted

tional Press Club in Washington that "I am gravely
concerned that within the
Department of Defense there
11 not the degree of confidence and trust between the
civilian and military echelons that the importance of
their common objective requires." He Is ambassador-

.

deidgoata to PortugaL

Mrs. Maria Cristina Vettore
Austin (above) as saying
she will marry Henry Ford
II "as soon as he obtains a
divorce." She is the widow of
a British naval officer. She
was quoted as saying It was
"much better" if she and
Ford were not seen together

,

until his &vases

STOCK CAR RACES
EACH SATURDAY NIGHT THROUGHOUT SEPTEMBER

LAUREL. Md ttTPIl — Ronnie Ferraro. the 1962 jockey champion. won
his first stakes race last spring
aboard Double Heritage in the
Maryland Derby.
----—
F. B. FAY

symbol ei

PLaza 3-5273

LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"

iter

ES
-1916

SATURDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

Hwy 641 South of Murray

DIM 753-1596 or 753-1 597

NEW YORK ear — The average
salary of a player in the National
Football League JR approximately
$13.000 a year.

FIVE DAY FORECAST
By United Press International
LOUISVILLE NM — The advanced weather forecast for the fiveday period Saturday through Wednesday:
Temperatures will average near
normal west and slightly below normal east, averaging around 70 degrees Cooler first, but a warming
trend I. expected through the first
half of next week. Less than a
tenth of an Inch of rainfall is indicated but there is the increasing
likelihood of showers during the
first part of next week.

HOW LONG SINCE YOU'VE BEEN OUT TO THE THEATRE ? ?

MURRALf Driveln Theatee
VITRES--4

RDAY *

TONITE and

SPEED-A-RAMA
CAPITOL PUNISHMENT
HAS BEEN ABOLISHED!

NOW Yóu KNOW
By United laces International
The GI Bill of Rights added 460.000 engineers to the nation's work
force, according to the Veterans Ad-

Yes, the main auditorium is now

RESEATED

M Ant•,

MOTORCYCLE
GANG

ROADRACIT
Sally Fra.cr
Ube
DisebarT 1:
Uhl Ward

IBM

BE IN DEMAND FOR
TOP SAUIRIED POSITIONS

SEPTEMBER 14
SEPTEMBER 21
SEPTEMBER 28

MURRAY AUTO SALVAGE

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A NEW OR USED CARI

; trtrdstration.

This will be your last chance this year to attend Stock
Car Races at the Memorial Fairgrounds at Mayfield!

Murray, Ky.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU

ANY MAKE AND MODEL THRU 1963 AT
510.80 per set of four, and up

Train now to bacome an IBM
operator. We trafh on all IBM
equipment including Key
Punch, Tabulating and 1401
Computer. High School graduates or equivalent preferred for
these specialized positions.
Training will not interfere with
your present employment.
Please write including home
phone number.

P. C. T. M.
The Ledger & Times
Box 32-C

with modern pop-up theatre seats spaced a full 3
feet back to back—the widest spaced seats in this
area—AND they are staggered so you are never directly behind the person in front of you!!

Each Feature Shown Only Once!
— SUNDAY

*

MONDAY

Come Early!

* TUESDAY -

MIRISCH PICTURES & ROBERT WISE PRESENT

TONITE

THRU

TUESDAY

THE

PULITZER
PRIZE
NOVEL NOW
COMES TO
THE SCREEN!

SIN.4

To kill a
Mockingbird

GREGORY
PECK
A MOM nal

among arilKU

MiTei-fuJVI MAINE
TWO FoR TI-1E SEESAW
beipmbasiomembeus.smeaseams

eimealme ems

•'OE

TRE LEDGER

FOUR

&

TIKES
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1

Friday, September 13th
The Kenlake Homemakers Club
wth meet at the home of Mrs. Lud
Larson at 12:30 p.m. hr members
are urged to attend this first meettrig.
• • •

ties vais given by Mrs. Cirogiui, worTeinple Hill Chapter No, 511 Orthy nailron
its
held
der of the Eastern Stan
Following the close of the chapter
regular meeting at the Masonic Hall
Mrs. Modene Grogan viva
sevenon Thursday, September 5. at
surprise birthday party by the chanthirty o'clock in the evening.
ter.
maThe Hazel Baptist Church WMS
Mts. Modcne Grogan, worthy
The refreshment table was overworthy
Lassiter,
WM conclude Its observance of the tron, and Charlie
laid with a white linen cloth and
the
at
meeting durweek of prayer at the home of MI-a patron, presided
centered with the cake made in the
ing which the following officers were shape of a star with the emblems of
Vivian Farris at 9:30 am_
•• •
year;
elected for the ensuing
the Eastern Star on It. Batidwiches,
Mrs. Lucy Alderdice. worthy ma- potato chips, cold drinks, and cake
The North Murray Homemakers
paworthy
Club will nieet at the home of Mrs. tron: Rollie Alderdice,
were served and Mrs. Giogan was
tron; Mrs. Beurdean Weather, as- preeented a gift.
Ivan Outland at 130 p.m.
• • •
associsociate matron. Joe Walker,
• • •
The First Baptist Church WMS ate patron; Mrs."Modene Grogan,
will conclude the week of prayer secretary; John Grogan, treasurer;
programs at the church at 9:30 am. Mrs. Ruby Grogan, conductrees;
• • •
Mrs Treva Grogan, associate conductreas.
Sunday, September 15th
Mrs Mildred Barnett has returned
The Young Adult Class of the
Appointive officers are Mrs. Ruth to her home in Murray after a two
Goahen Methodist Church will meet
Lasater, chaplain; Mrs. Bern ice weeks' visit with her sister and
St the home of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Walker, marshall; Mrs. actume Per- family, Mr. and Mrs Joe CarnpanelBeach.
kins. Organist; Mrs. aura Crisp. Ad- ly. and her brother and wife, Mr.
•••
al: Mrs. Auberna Perkins. BUM: and Mrs. Lewis &hankie, all of ChiMonday, September 16th
Mrs. Lorene Farmer, Father; Mrs. cago,
The Dorcas Sunday School Class
of the First Baptist Church will
have a potluck supper at the church
at 6 p.m. with the group captains
In charge.
•••

Lecttiolo Aw-wat WiAtnEt
An American Designer Is Acclaimed
For Original Styling In New Field
Ey SUSAN WINN
THE TOP award for most
distinguished and original use
of leather in designing was
recently awarded to Mr. Samuel Robert by the Leather Indastaes of America
Mr. Robert was honored because of his ability in creating

and popularizing fashions in
different types of leat....r.
These included everything
frum a sports Jacket to suits,
dresses, pants, capes and evenIng gowns.
This collection ii not only
high style in conception but

IOCIA1 LALENDAR

Herndon, Martha; Mrs.

Nell
Temple Hill )ES-- --a Rhoda
Desiree Duncan, Elects; Mrs. NIOM
Hopson, warder; Leon Duncan, senElects Officers "it
tinAel.
Regular Meeting
rep0rt of the past year's activi-

most comprehensive in price
raage, extending from A haute
costure category to the readyto-wear market..
Naraatile Stales
The three models pictured
are eacellent examples of the
designer's versatility.

•

PERSONALS

Monday. September 16th
Women's Association of College
Presbyterian Church will meet at
8:00 pm. at the Nome of Mrs. William Pogue, Cardinal Drive.

'63 PONTIAC Catalina 2-Door Hardtop
All vinyl trim, bucket seats, double power, 4,400
miles. She's stinkin' new.

• • •

The Murray Woman's Club will
hold its first general meeting at the
stub house at 6:30 p.m.
• ••
The Penny Homemakers Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Jack
Norsworthy at 9:30 a.m.
•• •
Tuesday, September :His
The Faith Doran Circle of the
First Methodist Church WSCS will
meet in the senior youth room at
2- 30 p.m. with Mrs. J. T. Sammons
And Mrs. 0. B. Geurin as hostesses.
Mrs Faith Doran will be program
leader.
•••

asa
t era:atria
aa,
s'a
a
&Leg
AN DiPORTED fake lambskin coat with
a wolf collar tops skin-tight kid pants.

—.1-Trirray
Ilas'Dinner Meeting
The Murray adar.afactunng Wives
Clue held as- monthl: dinner meeting at the Triangle Inn an Tuesday
evening at ax oclodrs
Mrs Clifton Campbell, president.
presided and welcomed three new
members who are Mrs Robert Johnson. Mrs Witham Boles. and Mrs
Harry Russell
Recipients of the prizes were Mrs.
Holm. Mrs. Robert Wyman. Mrs.
Glenn Charles, end Mrs. Larue
Wells
Hostesses were Mesdames Edam
Greenfield. Macon Blankenship,
Hansel Bonds. and Buddy- Backusgham.

SOMETHING UNUSUAL is an evenieg
gown of antelope- Its worn with a stele.

Groan
Are Complimented
With A Shower
Mr and Mrs. Steve Grogan were
compinnented w it h a hound:mkt
shower at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John D. Grogan with Mrs.
Charlie Lassiter. Mrs Cecil Taylor,
and Mrs. Newman Grogan as the
hostesses.
The honoree, Mrs. Grogan, wore
for the occasion a yellow and a hate
eyelet diem and was presented a
corsage of yellow carnations with
white accent by the hostesses
Mrs. Pauline Atatr-s, mother of
the honoree. and Mrs John D Grogan. mother of Mr Grogan. wore
blue dresses arid were presented a
hostesses gift corsage of white carnations.
The bonored couple opened their
many gifts which were placed on a
table overlaid with a yellow cloth
Refreshments were served from
the :able covered with a lace cloth
over yellow with the punch bowl on
a mirror garlanded with yellow
roses Decorated rosebud ice waaii
the punch bowl which wa.s served
with cake, nuts, and green and
white mints.
Sixty persons wers present or sent
gifts,

THERE'S A JUMPER look abo a this brown suede Cost
With its black heavy-knit shirtsleeve* and turtle neck.

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of
the Rainbow for Girls will meet at
the Masonic Hall at 7 p.m. An inetallation of officers will be held.
•••
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hare a
dinner meeting at the club house
at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses will be Mmdames James Rudy Allbritten, John
Pasco, Helen Bennett, atoma.n Prydatkevytc,h, John Howker, and C. C.
Lowry.
—
•--e • •-•
Mrs. Gene Cole will' be hostess for
the meeting of the Suburban Homemakers Club at 7 p.m.
• • •

Mrs. j, B. Burkeen - 753-4947

Circles of the WMS of the First
Dentist Church will meat as follows.
I and H at the lake cottage of Mrs.
R. W. Churchill and III with Mrs.
Fred Gitigles at 10 a.m.
• • •

'62 FORD 4-Door Galaxy 500
Bought new in Murray, 15,000 miles. Slick as a
mole.

'61 FORD 4-Door Galaxy 500
Solid white, turquoise trim, power brakes and steering, V-8, automatic, factory air, tinted glass and
white tires, Southern car. Clean as a hound's tooth.

'61 FORD Galaxy 4-Door
Turquoise and white, factory air, low mileage,
Mayfield car. Like new.

'59 FORD Station Wagon
Blue and white. Nice.

'57 FORD 4-Door Fairlane 500
Black and white. Nice.

'57 FORD 4-Door Fairlane 500
Blue and white, Murray car. Sharp.

'60. CORVAIR 2-Doer
Stick shift, canary yellow. She's a little duzy.
158

Double power, also tri-power, black and white.
Clean.

'58 MERCURY 4-Door Sedan
black as a vow and sharp as a brier.

OLDS-88-4---Doarffartitop
'55 CHEVY 4-Door

JIrs. Glenn Doran
Presides At Bessie
Tucker Circle Meet

of

Dear Abby. . .

Not To Be Satisfied!
Abigail \ an Buren

ix

Mrs. June Crider
Reelected Worthy
Matron Of (IFS

Sigma Department
Has Supper Meet
At--The City Park

•

Mrs. i-I. B. Crasi
Opens home For
Group Meeting

• ••

Surprise I)ilipzer
Held On Monday

V-8, stick shift. She's hot as a town marshal's
pistol after a hard day's shoot.

'55
'55
'54
'57

PONTIACS(3)4-Doors
MERCURY 2-Door Hardtop
MERCURY 4-Door
PONTIAC 4-Door Hardtop
She's sharp.

3 NEW '63 DEMONSTRATORS
Going At Bargain Prices!!
see-A. C. Sanders, Wells Purdom, Jr., or Bennie Jackson

SANDERS-PURDOM
MOTOR SALES
1406 Main Street

Phone 753-5315

A TRIBUTE
When Aunt Nettie, in Boston or Bankok, writes you a
letter, a huge piece of governmental machinery goes
into action. Ships, trains, trucks and airplanes may be
called upon to bring that intimate message to you.
When it arrives here, your faithful Postman picks it
up, puts it in his weathered leather bag and delivers it
personally to your door. He is one of'our most important Civic servants. He is chosen for his dependability,
his strong legs, his neighborhood familiarity and his
eagerness to serve. He knows you, your family, your
dog . . . and is a welcome sight to all! We salute
the faithfulness of the Mail Carrier!

Peoples Bank

.

of
Murray

CHIROPRACTORS

or

Street

Phone 753-3231

WE SALUTE OUR TOWN!

--..••••-••••

•

•-•

-

Six-cylinder, automatic transmission. Nice.

To Our Postmen!

Town and Country
Club Meets With
Mrs. Joe Sims

.
5

'55 CHEVY 4-Door

Wednesday, September lath
The Ladies Day Luncheon sill be
served at noon at the Calloway
County Country Club. Hostesses sill
be ,Mesdanics Rex Alexander, Dica
Sykes, Herman Ellis, A W. Russell,
"Stab" Wilson, James Ethridge, BerA potluck supper Was held by the nard Harvey. and Ed Settle.
Euzellan Sunday School Class of the
• • •
First Baptist Church on Monday
evening at six-thirty o'clock in the
COUNTERFEITER JAILED
fellowship hall of the church
Mrs. I. H. Key, president, presidRICHMOND, Ky. 611, — Wiled at the meeting during which
liam E. Presley, Clinchmati, Ohio,
officers for the new church were,
was sentenced to flit years in
elected as follows:
prison in t-'S. District Court TuesMrs. Glenn Doran, chairman. prePresident. Mrs. Key; Mrs. Denny
sided at the meeting of the Besse
day on a charge of passing count===
69
Smith. vice-president; Miss Lorene
Tucker Circle of the Woman's Sopound.s Many doctors hese tried to SW2.2171. secretary; Mrs. Jake Dunn. erfeit We bills.
good,
a
cot
I've
ABBY:
DEAR
ciety of Christian Zervice of the
husband. He doesn't drink_ He bringal get-cher weight down, but none at assistent—seeretary: Mrs R. W.
First Methodist Church held on
home his 'whole pay check and is! them did any good. Pleaec. Abby, Churchill, treasurer; Mrs. Robert
Tuesday morning at nine-thirty o'Jones. program: Mrs. Bailey Rigirms,
really' good with the kids. And- he! tell nie what to do. ,
clock.
A WOFtRiED MOTHER
flowers; Mrs. Fred (tingles, comnever goes any piece without me.
-Our Methodist Family" was tilt
DEAR MOtHER: NO ONE caa munity missions: Mrs. Carl Kingins.
But he never gives me a complithe program presented by
theme
ment. If I get a new dress or change help :,our daughter if she refuses to publicity.
the leader, Mrs. Robert Wyman.
• • •
In charge of arrangements for the.
my hair style, tie doesn't even notice.' help herself. When SHE writes fall
She was assisted by Mrs. Bessie
composed of
If I ask tarn how I look, he says, tell me that her weight is HER supper were Group
Tucker, pianist.
Mrs. R. L. Seaford, captain. Mrs
problem, I will tell her what to do.
"Just fine."
Mrs. John Wltutnell gave the devoBurman Parker, Mrs. Alvie ThomaAbby, it sure gets depressing livtion on the subject. -What The
CONFIDENTIAL TO LINDA: Too son. Mrs. N. L. Wilkinson, Mrs. F. B.
ing lath a man alai doesn't pay
Church Offers To You-.
are mistaken No matter how many McDaniel, Mrs. E D Shipley„ Mrs.
any attention to the little things.
. ,The hostess. Mrs Joan Nance.
more years of "education" yolltikare °cite Morris, and Mrs. Dee Vinson.
DOWN HEA RTED
was unable to be pret,tra due to the
Twenty-five person:, were present
bEAR DOWNHEARTED: A hus- had than your parents. they will
Lanes of her husband.
matron.
Mrs. June Crider, worthy
band who takes as good care of the always be 25 leafs Ahead of you in for the evening
• • •
of
meeting
presided at the regular
BIG things as yours does can be experience. Listen, dear, and learn.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order forgiven if he overiaas a few "little
of the Eastern Star held on Tuesday things.- What greater compliment
What's on your mind? Far a perevening at se-. en-thirty o'clock at can a man pay his wife than to sonal reply, send a self-addreased,
:he Masonic Hall.
come home 'sober, every night with stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3366,
The chapter wee-opened in regular hi, pay check whole, play with his Beverly Rills..acir
the
of
United
the
• • •
Iomen with the flag of
The Santa Department
children and stay with his wife?
Murray Woman s Club opened the States of America bang presented Lady. you'ye got a lifelong date *NA ; Far Abby's booklet, "How To Have
The harne of Mrs Joe SiTTLA on
givat
allegiance
by the marshail and
new club year with a meeting
an angel. Pooh pooh on praise.-A Lovela Weeeing." sena 50 cents to South Eighth -Street was the scene
the
evening
by
read
en. The minutes-were
the City Park on Monday
• • •
Abby, Box 3365, Basserly Hills, Calif. of the meeting of the Town and
secretary and usual business was
at slitAturty o'clock.
Country Homemakers ChM held on
• • •
from
aline
on
held
wife
My
ABBY.
was
DEAD
conducted.
A special &sea:satin
Thursday evening at seven-thirty
Crider,
yelled
who
Increas
one
tae
Mrs.
wnere
Tax
familswere
a
Officers serving
the Proposed School
o'clock.
ynew
Klapp,
I
schoo:
floor.
the
Nettle
got
city
loudest
the
Buck Stalls. atesdarne
with Bethel Richardson.
Mrs Ed Kingery preseated the
board menakier. as the leader and Nell Robbins. Dorothy. Boone. Fran- this wben I married her, but I didn't
major project lesson on the theme.
in
Belva
strong
Stalls.
so
up
Mildred
show
evening
ces Churchill.
think it would
special guesta for the
"Teaching Your Child The Use of
Mrs. Tommy Alexander read Dal. Ruth Williams. Patricia Parks. her It is very embarrassing to have
Money".
MocorJones.
departsome
make
Connie
The
to
.
in
Maggie Woods.
my wife butt
poems on 'ChildrenThe president. Mrs. J a me s T.
re-,
sin
Irene
Richardson,
I
Gcurin,
when
Gus=
Mrs
addition
Miller.
delle
rection or
ment cbairman,
Johnston, presided at the meeting
Christian
story.
he
t
three
of
Parker,
Group
a
ma
telling
el
h
T
or
and
meeting
incident
Sittchuson.
lame an
presided at the
and welcomed two new members.
She is a good person otherwise, but Women's Fellowship of the First Mrs James Fee and Mrs. Linda
A potluck supper was served The Jimmy Parks. and R. H. Robbins.
September
-held
What
or.
Church
Christian
met
Austin
was
officers
daplorable.
Clara
of
Mrs.
Ah election
haetaa.ses were
this bad baba
Boons Two visitors were Mrs. Joyce
Mrs James Boone. Mrs 0 B. Boone arid the following were elected for do you suggest? She toes this with 5 at 7 p.m. in the home orMrs. A. Caatnon and Mrs Dewey Lampkins
sorCrass.
B.
Cr
Mrs.
-sham,
Buckle
and
year.
ensuing
flobert
the
everybody.
Jr.. Mrs.
Jr.
*A delicious salad supper was enBUTT IN OM
thy matron. Mrs. Patricia
Mrs. Joe R.. Cooper.
Mrs Sims and Mrs Allen Russell.
two
McNeely,
members
and
14
Howard
the
by
joyed
mi.tron;
a-ssociate
DEAR BUTT IN ON: First, tell
hostesses. served refreshments to the
Mrs.
and
Titsworth
Mrs.
aaH.
A.
guesta
Parka.
Jimmy
patrorr.
'worthy
your wife privately that when you
seventeen persons present.
asciate patron, Mr. Setae Din. sec- —or anion? else—is talking, she Jae Wharner.
retary. Mrs. Nettie Klapp. treasurer; should not "butt in". Esplain that
VIM
The worship serace wis eiven by
Mrs Alma McNeely, coaductriea; II makes her appear rude And inDR. EMILE E. TISDALE
Mrs. Fred Wells and Mrs. 0. B.
A arprise dinner party was hela Mrs Ruth Williams. aasauste con-- considerate. Ask her to try to over-!
Boone Jr. was in charge of the proDR. WM. H. ABERNATHY
at Ross Restaurant at Golden Pond ductress.
come it. and offer to "help" her with
Appointive officer:, will be an- a subtle reminder such as, "Pardon gram.
by Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
the Eastern Star In honor nounced at a later date. The In- me, Darling. I believe some else
Order
Announcements were made conof Mrs Madene Grogan and Charlie staliation ceremony still follow the was talking." should she forget. And cerning a -work day" to be held at
Mon. - Wed. - Fri. - 9-12 & 2-6
500 Main
Lassiter on Mendey. evening
recalar meeting Tuesday evening: she won't forget nearly so often.
the church Sept 10 and a rummage
Sat. 9-12 - Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Mrs. Oresan and Mr Lasater are Oclouer 8, at 7.30 p.m.
•
•
•
iatie Sept 21 Plane were made RR
437-5131
Dial
' the retailer worthy matron and
DEAR ABBY. I'm writing to you the Oetobar meeting to he held in
Hardin, Kentucky
Mr Olean Port'. ace'n y matron.
patron respectively of Um...chapter
15-year old the Student Foundation Building at
Masonic Building - B. 011
ano Mrs kaoline York ut Hardin for some advice My
.Thy acre' used presented wah
'
daughter is too fat. ahe weighs 190 the Collage.
I Chapter No. 277, were visitors.
desk let by the chapter.

iFuzelian Class Has
Potluck Supper At \
Fellowship Hall

OLDS S. 88 4-Door Hardtop
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WASHINGTON ftPD -President
Kennedy announced Friday he a-ill
appoint Joseph H. McConnell, premI dent of the Reynolds Metals Co.
of Richmond. Va., as ohairman of
li the U. S. delegation to the adininis'tredve radio conference at Geneva,
Switzerland, Oct, 7 to NM. 8.
The conference will allocate radio
frequencies for space-radio cornmuniustion.

dartha: 1‘41;_s.
; ars MEN
Duncan, sellyear's activeGrogan. w°r"

4

I the cheater
was gi
by the=
11-7
n
sic was overen cloth and
mede in the
SC emblems of
eatidlitiches,
nu, and cake
Giogan NUS
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F-FOR SALE

Credit Manager, New Albany, Ind. bargain. See Fred Enoct- or phone
sl9c , 4911-3472
616P

GMT'S A GAY GIRL - READY
for a whirl after cleaning carpeta
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Crass Furniture. slac
TYPEWRITER-NURCLE TAB 11"
carriage portable Remington Quite* rater, Just like new. Only used a
short Cane. Phone 753-3112 after
6:00 p.m.
tine
NEW AND USED PIANOS. Seiburn
White, 403 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.

t has returned
▪ efter a two
.a• sister and
Foe °empaneland wife, Mr.
ae, all of Chi-

70-ACRE FARM WITH SIX ROOM
house and bath. 65 acres In good
cultivation, 39 acre corn base and
one and one-fourth acre tobaccot
base.
A NICE THREE APARTMENT'
house. close in.(in be bought worth
the money.
HAVE SEVERAL GOOD FARMS
also. Houses and lots and nice brick
homes.
W. H. BROWN REAL ESTATE,
Murray, Ky. Telephone 753-3432.
Res. phone 753-1311.

HELP

WANTED

ROUTE
BOYS
NEEDED
AT
ONCE!

IFOR RENT

1

CV
l966 RICHARDSON HOUSE Trailer. NICE FAT HEREFORD STEER,i
I ONE SIDE OF DUPLEX AT 1631
Call 753-1272 or 435-4512.
Farmer Avenue. Two bedrooms, livaide corn fed. Ready for slaughter. Will
sell on foot or by quarter. Phone
ing room, kitchen, bath and carport.
le,oh SALE OR WOULD CONSIDER 753-2346,
T- G. Shelton„
slew ,
Phone 403,-Seitt,
el4e
-treeing for city property. Modern '2
bedroom cottage also extra nice TODAY'S SPECIAL OFFER TO
Apply In Person
FURNnSHED, FOUR ROOtd apartcorner lot both on school and mall sell. 2 bedroom modern house on I
ment Block of collage. Phone 753at the
route, Ky. Lake Subdivision, Rt. 4, apx. 2 acres of land with 3 mile of
6900.
sl6p
4
Benton, Ky. Phone 364-4963.
s1.31s Murray. $4750.00. Claude L. Miller
Realtor, phones 753-5064. 753-3059.
NOTICE
sl6c
SKIRTS, SWEATERS, COT TON
outfits, senn-formals, sizes 9-16. 1953 PACKARD IN GOOD
SHAPE.
Phone 753-1336, 1631 Fanner Ave. good tires on the car. See car at
1604
Also ironing wanted.
sl3c W Olive after 4:00 nan, or call 753NATIONALLY KNOWN COMPANY
sltip needs
BY OWNER SMALL DOWN PAY- 3887.
representatives to serve estabUNDER'NEW
znent and transfer of monthly pay119511 OLDSMOBILE if A R DTO P, lished customers in West Kentucky
ments will buy equity of F.H.A. loan
MANAGEMENT
power steering and brokes In good area. Must have car, neat appeuron 3 bedroom modern brick home in
• Finest Service
slaw • Must sell at once. Che.m. Call ance and be available for itrunediate
Otrcarama. Phone 753-1982.
appointment. We guarantee to show
snic 753-4925 between 3:00 - lU0 pm.
• Clean A ttendlLata
you earnings of $195.00 per week.
slep Foe
interview, write District ManSPINET PIANO BARGAIN. Reliable I _
ager National Orgorazation Service,
party with good credit may take! 1966
BEL-A/R CHEVROLET. 2-DR. care this paper,
giving address,
over small balance on easy monthly
hardtop, V-8. automatic. Broe.n and phone
- 4th & Pine Streets
number and full particulars
payments. Write: P0. B olc 446, gray. Nearly new
tires, rece tr at a about yourself.
srle
1120p

OPEN

•

WILSON DX SERVICE

and steerglass and
id's tooth.

' Mileage,

GREAT ENGliSH SPY MYSTERY

•

n
TSJJI TORrq MYc
- al!
BY EDWARD YOUNG
larctuttnavyawirtur.rizn;.=.7..T.=

•

•

o

MALE HELP WANTED

SEE IBM TRAINING Opportunities
3 BEDROOM UNFCANISHED irtck on the iunusement page next to PROMISES ACTION
house. Also furnished apartment for movie ads.
-Itc
WASHINGTON .uPli -Secretary
adlege.students..Phone 753-3914. tic
of State Dean Rusk promises the
United States will do everything it
SERVICES OFi'ERED I can to settle the religious contro5 ROOM '3,RICK HOUSE Modern
furnishea or 3 room frame house
very in South Viet Nam.
modern numshed. V. ranee North- BABY SITTING IN MY HOME, Rusk said Friday
the U. S. governCall
Murray.
752-4681.
tic days only, by the week or hourly. ment was "deeply -distressed"
of
by
sl4c the condlict between the Vietnamese
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. Oen 762 4415.
Buddhists.
Also room for two college girls. 1603
College' rsarin Rd. Phone 753-23'77.
FEMALE HELP WANTED j
snip

LEER & TIMES

irdtop
wer, 4,400

I

PADUCAH SUN-DEMOCRAT Accounts through Augus, are payable
to Mrs. Mary Cromwell. Those persons affected are asked to mail their
payment to Mrs. Cromwell or call
her at 753-2303.
sl6c
_
WANT RELIABLE PERSON TO
drive car to Loa Angeles, California.
Phone Murray 474-2381.
6.14p

GIRL 100 R GENERAL OFFICE
work, short hand not required. Write
giving references and experiences
to P.O. Box 32-T, Murray, Ky. sl3c
SEE IBM TRAINING Opportunities
on the amusement page next to
movie ads.
ltc

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Fall behind
9-Pronoun
12-000dess of
healing
IS-Spanish
priest
14-Wooden pin
15-infiniteslinal
17-Posseratng
19-Vase
20-Move about
furtively'
21-Army meal
23-Greek letter
24-1Iolds ou
ProPertY
--27-44everege
28-Buldingi
.
310-On the ocean
31-Supposing
that_
33-Seasoning
34-Six (Roman
number)
35-Animation
37-Baked clay
33-Babylonlan
lord
39-Trap
41-Faroe
islands
whidivand
42-IWessed
Inc
43-Pabrity
45-Pale
46- Agent
1s-1h-enema shoe
51-Thoe gone
by
52-Beverage
51-Falsehood
55-Hurried
56-1.1stened to
57-Bitter vetch
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by Don Sherwood

55 CaRtirge I SAM ENVY
AND AT FaNDLETOWS 6-3 CeFICE, NNERE FLA36 STARTItsa
though he was :
...ware
CHAPTER 15
that Card- behind the all-concealing veil.FREE CARTON DRINKS WITH
--AT MAJOR FLAG& UP Al'
MIS NEW TOuR
CT--"
2i...TY HE 15 la.EASED TO Fan
OPERATIONS
-Can I help you cany youi
JTHE SMOKE from the ap- . a was maaing a fool ot him,
$3.00 purchase plus depnett. Harrell's
C:."NE.
F.J&HT
PENCLETONI.
I'D
LIKE
TO
PUU.
Cl,E:5
A '...Leit3-17tIE
HOLLY CARLik5,
.43.4111C-49N4WA-A116,-INSKT YOU
elAtE-SEEN A
proaching train was ahead:, , Carrington nevertheless felt ob- bags, madam?- he said, gazing • Texaco.- -4th- 'et Sycamore,- Speelais:
tastIGHTER OF
...F OkrtAnt WARREN
FetSii",TLe_ FORE
visas°Kw AT TM REOt'OIT
'58 Bonneville convt. $750.00. '55 Ford
in sight as Peter Carrington ar- heated to go through with the intently at tier.
A NEW YORK
15 NAO I THINK
EaCrPT FOR IOU.
DEPOT.
"I don't know what's the matihot rodi as is $75.00. '56 Pontiac
rived at the station. Before go motions of making the necessary
MILLIONAIRE,
HE IS, rr'LL
ter with the railways these
LANDS AT
4-dr. HT $126.00 '5.1 Cadillac 4-dr
mg unto the platform tie made inquiries.
0-D HONE ittEK.
SAN
"Carrington, Carrington?" re- days," boomed the same dominaItE50'5
sedan $ti25.00 Harrell Bros. Used
YOU SAY HE 5
a quick survey of the situation.
IN DISPERSING...
PC`Kr.The one thing he had been peated the guard, shaking his ting voice. "No one tells you , G.i.rs, 4th Ar Sycamore.
sl6c
LET'S TAKE A
afraid of was that Tony Gardner head doubtfully. "No, sir. The when you've arrived at your desPRieE OYER
only itinor_x.s for liris.h_arn off the tinatiorkama yousag_ilevet /Mei
_111s42_111.1ziax have decided to
er-- the train. To his relief the plat- London train were what you can a porter when you need one.
see on the platform there. Still, Thank you, young man, yes, il
form was empty.
GENERAL FARM WORK. Anything'
In a few moments now be I'll have another look around you could help me with my bags
but drivieg a tractor. Or will do
would find out whether, an he Innide lust to make sure, it you I'd be grateful." And she pointed'
carpenter work. Cita be contactei
'
her stick at the carriage door.
fully expected, Mr. Ititchoock like."
at my home. 108 East Poplar St
"No, no, don't worry. tin sure
He jumped up into the cornand Bill Howard would turn out
Mr. Ishem Sykes
lwelle=11111EIMEIMEWWwa
8141
to be one and the snme person. you'd have known if it was part merit and brought out two
After all the uncertainty of the there. It may come tomorrow, large brown leather suitcases.
NANCY
10.
both of which had seen better
past twenty-four hours it would Thank you very much."
by Ernie Bushmiller
"'That s all right. sir Sorry I days.
be a relief to learn what sort
Slowly they made their way
of trouble Bill was involved in, couldn't ,help you."
Carrington was about to turn up the, platform, idle hobbling a
YOU MUST HAVE BEEN
and why it ,was he.had asked
him to come all this way to away and follow in Gardner s little, taking the weight 01 Si
VERY SLEEPY WHEN YOU
footsteps toward the exit when ternate steps on het stout walkmeet him.
GOT HOME FROM IRMA'S
The train was entering the his eye was caught by an un- ing stick, and Carrington purPARTY LAST NIGHT
station. Suddenly, above the expected movement at the other posely keeping a little way be- hind her so that tie could amuse
noise, he heard Gardnees voice end of the platform.
The door of the rear com- himself by trying to find fault
close behind his shoulder:
"Come to meet the fifth pas- partment of the train had 'just with the details of the disguise.
ouoned.
He had to admit that it was brit.
senger, Carrington?"
Emerging backward, stepping hanly done.
Concealing his surprise and irritation, Carrington forced his down from the carriage with
The fine gray hair, beautifully
lips into the semblance of a some difficulty, was the figure brushed and swept back to a
bland smile and turned to Gard- of an elderly lady, heavily neat bun at the nape of the
clothed almost to her ankles in neck, was the work of an artist.
ner.
"As a matter of fnet I've come black and gray. Her face wee ‘Vliere on earth did one go.
to pick up a small packet my eidden behind a briavn veil and wondered C-arring-ton. it one
office said they might be !land- large round dark glasses, and ceded a disguise as thorough
ing down from London. What she supported herself on a heavy and expert as this? And when
Tab log U
No ON -•J rigOoft mum*
did Howard learn to be such a
are yoai doing here anyway?" stick.
C411 IVO] by 1.1.4•4
Sy0•4•••.
Carringtan
stood
watching damned fine actor? He was cer"A long shot, really," Gardher,
by
struck
a
tainly
fantastic
putting up an impeccable
ner said. -There s just a possibility that an old friend of mine thought. A quick glance in the performance. The voice especial.
might be arriving on this train opposite direction showed him ly.
ABRIE AN' SLATS
by Raeburn Van Buren
to join me in my trip up Chan- that Gardner had already left
When they came to the exit
nel. He wasn't sure he could the platfarrn and was out of Carringten saw that there were
two cars waiting. One was a
make it, hut I thought I'd come sight
I'M SORRY, SIR-- BUT YOU
THAT GUY MUST BE A REAL
I'VE GOT TO HAVE TIME TO
He 1001 ,•,1 back at the old taxi. The otter wile Gardner's
along on the off-chance."
DON'T UNDERSTAND, AND I'M
1<00K-WHO SAID ANYTHING
THINK AND FIGURE OUT HOW
THE PANICKED CHARLIE THINKS HE IS
They were both
each lady. She was now standing convertible.
•
NOT GONG TO LET THEM
ABOUT MURDER? WELL,
ABOUT TO BE CHARGED WITH MURDER
TO MAKE JOHN 1: SOHN
certain the other v.eig lying. safe on zi r1 ,1 firma, an erect.
Carrin•oan at once hailed the
CHARGE ME WITH MURDER.
HE WON'T GET FAR .'
TELL THE TRUTH ABOUT
They stood uneasily together, gaunt. formidable presence, taxi and e,..h the two suiteMo s
LET ME HAVE YOUR
I'VE RADIOED FOR
ME
looking down the platform. Car- rather tall for a woman, and she straight ovtr to it. The driver
§-__J
ANOTHER TR&C,PER •
6UN AND YOURI
rington was thinking hard. By was in the.process of draping- an got out and tegan strapping_ .
YOU TUST SIT TIGHT,
KEYS
!
delaying his arrival at the sta- Incongruously vivid yellow scarf , them onto the roof rack. Car=
DOBBS
.
tion until the last moment. about her neck. Then she looked rington. obierving Gardner
-(It.* A,• ,1‘
Gardner had trapped him neatly. up the platform and gave an im- climbint in 01 his car, turned
RI ;
He cursed himself for his stupid- periwig wave of her stick, call- ,que•lid., ie the old lady.
•
f/
.
.
-S'
: 41P
ity. Bill Howard would certainly ing loudly fir a porter.
•Of.'
"I wrinilet if you would mind
not want to meet him here_with
Carrington looked about him; if I stifircd this taxi with you?"
101
time was no one else in sight.
Gardner standing by.
"Not at all young man, you're
'Young wen!'
being moet helpful."
So far an tie could see, there
•ita
The voice had a high-pitched
Gardner was novering. He was
was now on:y one thing he could
do if Bill woi on the train: he north-coun'ry nasal boom, and looking very hard at the old
• must get out ot the way him- It carried an unmatekahle air oa lady. "1 waited to give you a
beg in lift. Carrington," he said.
self. The guard's van, he ob- authority. Carrington
a
u0W
C. 196%
th,..1 Flo** Syrai,usw,
"Oh, I didn't realize you were
served, was at the front of the walking down the platform, contrain, initnediateiy behind the vinced that this redonbo:ble waiting far me l I'm sorry. Attengine: he would have to dive figure of a woman was in fact ually, I've already arranged to
itfull
go with this lady. and give her
p' •
by Al Capp
into the van and pretend to look Howard in disguise.
LIL' ABNER
• • •
a hand with her luggage."
for the myttleal packet from
-NW./ NOV
NO 100 PERCL .
London.
rATtRINGTON was fascinated ."Where to, maciam?" asked
AI-J.'DPASTE`10'ONE IN TH'
I'M A pRi mCESS!!,5 ON I-115
AMERICAN BOY STA'
The train drc.-.. to a steel-till
by the attentitsi to, detail the taxi driver.
CY-10PS,FO'TRIPPIN' ME UP,
YOUR
ON
STAY
AND
veal a grunting of brakes. Two which had evlaantly gone into
"Wall," boo:red the oh: lady,
KNEES TO NOBODY!!
EF \JO' WARN'T A
KNEES WI-I I LE_ `i•
came oe &lora or
Three the preparation ot the disguise: "what I'm really Raking tor is
LADY esayalcati twhoolgirls came up the black list, the single toqch a ship called the Black Pearl. Do
SPEAK TO ME!,
oP
7
tlte pe- tfeem. fetheved mor.• of color in the yellow scarf, the you know where I can find it?"
•Ixtodc
'
• .. ly by a ccup:..:• of local wo- • long black alpaca coat, the-thigh
Carrington cleared his throat
man.
'white collar ringed with a frayed loudly and put tis hand under
A marae ht. role from velvet nelson, thick dark-gray her elbow to erge her into the
Coer,ngtiin and Gardner, and the stockings, and the felt ga:ters taxi. "I'm going there niyeelt,
g ird. iylin was depositing. a btrat nea over the sturdy but ineddm. and I'll take you there,'
small mail ban and n triedle of ellehtly down-at-heel shwa.
he sot. He got in af.er
and
"
-•,•,/f/
newsp:ipere on the platform, the
Was the eisguise - especially shut the dour.
toene was deserted.
the veil and the dark glasses The witichmax was an ear- just a shade too elaborate to be
Prising that tile two Men had utterly convincing ?
'arhe e1a late reinnved
zo lauela Gard .or put his hand
At he drew el ier to Ira- he einal.ed gla'.• ei In one daft
on • Cartungion's arm. "Tien': wes
etailing: at any bp:vie:lent and Carrine!en
you*. paieil, old min." he moment he expected to hear stared at ter,
r
5 11
r
•••
raid
ars* g
qiiiet cord 01 rerognition .. ." he •.te::, ce.ate..
tsa
toward the exit. Al- i uttered in liowani's voice from tomorrow.

If
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1

3

2

49-Ventilate
60-French
plural article
53-District
Attorney
(abbr )

AND JU5TICE RR ALL"

emiling,

i a

'i
12

OUC 0300 MOO
OW MOON MOO
0330S0 MOW
MO MOM
UMMO OM 0
MOD ORR 0100
VO MORMBHM 11
R30 BMW 0
SMOD MOO WO
ONO MOB WNO
NO MOO WAWORN
024W NOM OVT
NOM MB%M
ui

by Charles M Schuh;

1111111,

PCS

42-Section of
horpital
46-1 iistaid
47- M oharn medan name
411-Weight of
India

DOWN
1-Meadow
2-River island
3-Game bird
4-Twirl
6-100.600
rupees
11-Paid notice
7-Prese
3-Stair post

MAY CUT PLANE FARE
LONDON ars -The nationalized
British Overseas Airways Corp announced 'Friday night it may reduce
Its first-class transatlantic roundtrip hare from 8900 to $678 in an
effort to attract more pessengers.

Answer to Yeeeeeday's Puzzle

9-Sharp points
lo-Chicken
11-Urge on
16-Tltle of
respect
(abbr.)
15-Swimmer
Su-Pro...ass of
sucking
2I-Posts
22-Fairyllke
23-Bird's horns
25-At no time
24-Goes by
water
26-Bushel
(abbr.)
29-Vegetable
32-Earn
93-Note of scats
36-Bird of prey
31-Bale
40-Stan's name
42-Cr oling
device
4I-Great Lake

•
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lords in Oosa Nostra a group which
allegedly runs the !matins.' crime
synchcate.
He also is one of 11 persona listed In Nevada's "Black Book." which
sun, but had watched the solar the eclipse except with proper eye
By GAT PAIULEY
contains the names of those who
( spectacular anway.
, CARSON CITY. Nev. UPP - Sing- , are not welcome in the states
protectiou-or else. The one case of
UPI
Womena
Editor
Ten were in -isolated areas or tor eye d image reported later was from
! er Frank Sinatra today faced losa gambling halls If en operator Catof Ms 10-year-old Nevada gambling : (as
NEW YORK UPI' -- The warning sonie reason did not receive warn - tole man- -already in the guard ,
one of the 11 listed.
hdenae on charges by the state 1 he could lose his license for -an was circulated widely beforehand ings. One cam history was ot a house,
taming control board that he con- unsuitable method of operation." - it looking directly at the eclipse patient who could not read. Two
Fame said that central vision
- athmirqr aaaa tated With S t°S) ha- . -The law which'created the "Black of t se sun la-may 20 could cause' who suffered damage had astronFrankfort. Sept. .11 --Another lone: hoodlum
onty as a hobby. Two misonderamod most often is affected by retinal
Baak" is aimed at keeping Ne- permanent eye damage
imrn from the infra-red rays. The
m:amen! of 5,U00 nage - books-part
A conelaint filed with the state ! ceded's legalized gambling
But many who read or heard of the directions for watchin; the physicians were not asked to specindustry
-if the 55 000 new Bookinubile books . g:inung commission Wednesday by ,
free from the influence of Itt a wnt the warning' looked anyway. To- eclipse by rtmecang it through a ify
percentage of damage done,
stepped each year by the Same board chairman Edward Olsen .
bet-time racketeers.
day. the National Society for the pinhoei in a piece of white card!apartment of Libraries-is on its ciamed that Sinatra and his staff:
Sinatra also was accused of threat- Prevention of Blindness. inc., re- board onto anomer piece (if cardOn a state by state breakdown of
am ta Kentuckt's 100 rolling Ikea- at the Cal-Neva Lodge at, Lake , ,
ning gaming board members with leased statistics on a post-eclipse board They had looked directly at damage cases, the society said that
rtes
.
Maar gave ' red carpet" treatment ' mena.:,ing language
laced with survey it made of ophthalmologists the sun through the pinhole
Callfurnia led with 30 cases: 1111Each Book:not:We will receive 50 las! July to Sam Giancana. 54, Chi- :
Good Eye Damaged
. ;4ateicene and vile" comments, in to determine the number of case,
has second with '25; Texas third
tam titles from the most recent'caga
Four
had
poor
vision
in
one eye with 19, followed by Michigan with
, in attempt to get them to drop the of eye damage.
shipment The books. covering
in
,
prior
to
watching
the
eclipse. Ms- 1a5
a "
neatla • Was Ide"tined
The total: 247 instances of damthe : invi-a•igation into the relationship
n,d o
a..:Iiinonesota and Washington
a'de range of subject matter. are 2ornplaInt as one of the lam:peer- ,
age out of 2.76 patients examined ion in the good eye was damaged. state with 11 each. and Missouri
between hue and Giancana.
already catalogued bound in plastic
In
announcing
results of the
1 The comptaant said Sinatra had
Of that 247 total, 28 persons hid
with 10 eacn.
jackias and ready for Bookmetnle A camprohenswe guide' to hand and
. -maintained. a continued social as- known of the risk of damage from study, Dr. John W. Ferree, executpat-ores
lye
director
of
the society, said that •
'
nemilme knit ang
! amiation with Giancana fur a num- the infra-red rays of the eclipsed
Starts fans young and aid sill
undoubtedly more cases of damage
FISHING FOR FUN. AND TO , ber of years." Olsen added that the
Lnd new books waiting for themwill
show
latently.
Children, for
WASH YOUR SOUL by Herbert anger "openly state he intends to
BF aTTY OF THE YANKEES. Ft,- . Hamer. Diselome the joys and ago- Instance. who watched the eclipse
mminues his friendship in denence
Walt F AMEMC.AN ATHLETES: hies
tirith
the naked eye, through sun
'-:f the Nevada gaming code.
STAN M US I A L. BASFBALL15
glasses, or smoked glass might have
MY' T IFE, IN COURT by Louts
Sinatra has been licensed at the
DURABLE MAN. AND WILLIE Nizer. One of tbe nation's top trial , Cal-Neva since 1960 and holds 50
Immediate damage but not menMATS. COAST TO COAST GIANT.
it. Yet. when their eyes are
imaYere recceunta..e.aane.01..ltia. most .pm cent of the multimaillion-dollar
Fsperattla for The'ycanurr: rest:tent':4 - ;haunt cas„ . •
f examined perlhaps years later, the
.
: resairt hotel. He is in the process of
are these new ones
oethilmologist in checking the Pa1 THE WHOLF TRUTH AND NO-'biying the interests of his part, PO B
FULMONS
A-MAZLNG • THING BUT hi licciaa Hopper Retient's history might find the eclipears. Henry Sanicola and Sanford
SODA-POP STRETCHale by Je- areas secrete and fears behind the
se still was the evil doer.
water-man.
rome Beatty. Jr An exciting inter- ,arm in Hulltwood a
Even so. he thinks the society's
The singer also was licensed in
male:nal spy story.
saturation campaign for safe view, Tiara:MPH by PtaLp Wylie A 19e3 for nine per cent of the Sands
THE LOaKED CRONVNS by Ma- : amanee mixture of people turn out
HOLLYWOOD •ele -Tumday Weld ing In advance of July 20 prevented
Hotel in Las Vegas If the complaint
non Garthware Tale of treachem .0 be the nation's only group of is
proven true. Sinatra would be celebrates her 211th birthday August a lot of damaged vision
with a kingdom at stake.
"We are definitely encouraged,"
nu
.clear stavivors
forced to sell both interests. eats- 90 which should open the floodgates
AROUND by Ralf Myl...o a welter of Jokes about the girl he said in an ditervIew• It was
ROLLINGWITCHING
LANDS by mated at $35 million.
the
ler How a royal conveyance was Mat B Cave Tale of the west Inwith the funny name and precocious first time the society has done an
fitted out with the first wheels
. ites.
Intense national campaign in, ad inclinations.
HOUSING LOAN MADE
TALE OF A PIG by Mary Juetus. , .
a
In persons Tuesday may be sinus_ ranee of an eclipse, altbough it had
A .c.APT1VE IN THE LAND by
_ A ag-dancing hale woman takesing,
when she tries but she is a Issued warnings in Cahfornia, and
suapetmelal
novel
mias
, Ky. apt - Thema
James Akiridge A
,
a
prize-winning
pie
In
this
i
up with
verici
an
us igi
rnpo
rl rw
rai
hola waill
axtsheard front the Pacific Northwest in 1960 when
, about a man who get-% caeght VI the- Farmers Home Administration has as
.
ioyable
start
.
en
a partial eclipse was visible in that
midale of a power struggle between turned over a check for $21,500 -,
,
• '
YOU
AND THE' WOR LD • East and West.
Tuesday arrived in Hollywood six area.
.
to Rieke Hinkle, LaCenter home
,
AROUND YOU . by Millicent Sea
Previous Damage
and as a 14-year-old
In additi an to the 55a00 newbuilder. raPreseraing the first loan Years alha
sem Story of rain. soil and gm-owing
shocked the jaded movie coloim
shipped annually to the Book- made in Keatucky to finance houstaaas
In
1960,
ophthalmologists paged
things.
with her antim, cute quotes and
Department of libraries ing for senior citizens housing for , .
by the society's state affillates
Among the new-la/es for adult also sends another 36e00 books to senior citizens in rural areas. Hinkle
She was dismissed lightly as being found eye damage to 75 children in
1 Kentacky's 12 library regions com- a-ill build • four unit, one-story
readers are these books:
without
talent She was excoriated Washington state and to 31 ctulapartmena st Le Center.
KNIT TO FTT by Ida R Duncan. I prising 61 counties:
for
being
a brazen teenager who dren and adults in Utah
_
smoked, dated and Muted ntglat, . In the current survey. Washingclubs She was a flash in the pan. ton state reported 11 damage cases,
But blonde Tuesday has survived Utah none. said Ferree
society
In the hollywood Jungle to emerge
The
Tria'iled questRmarles
as one of the town's finest young to 4 237 certified ophthaL-nologias.
aotresses And parUcularly, she has physicians specializing in eye digrown
4) with a special kind of —ses. asking information on eye
damage from July 20 to August 3.
ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
a ..
. ..
Replies as of September 4 totaled
''"
MOTHING ever happens at
Curled up on her couch in her
y,
gpegeatal
ainirdins
irMF
S- aielet
home' That's what you
loredCLA
AS
dress-ing room. Tuesday shurggeci 2 391 from physicians in all states.
colored
may think, but if you do.
off her 20th birthday "It's nothing the District of Columbia. Canada,
Delivery' labels on the overYetnre
tisiecial,"._she eald"JuM•aincieher day Puerto Rico.' the Canal Zone and
Accidents happen at home,
in the year. Actually. I feel younger athe virgin Islands. - - a ----- - ----- • blouse, this sporty ensemble The eye specialists were asked ,
for the pre-teen was deagnand at the rate of one every
now than I did when I was 13 and
lot only to report damage but also
ed by Mr. Franc of New
eight seconds'
told everyone I was 18
York fur Ruth of Carolina
It's an appalling statistic.
"I imagine millions of mothers ail any comments. One physician '
Manufacturer. Pinwale corbut these are the facts. Even
have told their daughters to behave i scrawled across one -of his case his, duroy Bermuda shorts and
,
more frightening is the
themselves or they'd turn out to toriee-"Ichot."
orlon. knee-high. stretch
At one U. S. Army installation,
thought that many such acbe like Tuesday Weld.
"take _c_tg_npieteathe outfit.
cidence_
e c
__
ren a a
ell. I. -have-Mo retrets aticiar4h.--eamm
'
clih"
fitcel--had W-14371----ray life AM the precocity I had sti all men on the base not to watch
Late Everything
at 13 and 14 is now a real part of,
As mothers well know kids
me i mn strong waled and indepenget into ever tong gra many
dent And I'm fortunate that I got
of the things they get into
all that silly junk out of my *mem
spell D-A-N-G-E-ft.
at an early age Now I can do some
A
safety-minded
mother 104"
reel hying.
who looks around the house
"Most gists my age are getting
realizes that 'Mfe at home '
their first jobs or moving into their
isn't always true. The old
own apartments for the first time
Nomestead is full of hazards.
in their lives-or ..getting married
The kitchen, in particular
before they know what life is all
seems to be booby-trapped
about
Consider the stove first.
"Not me. I've been working as a
Weat's cooking &amid premodel and actress smcc Imes three
ferably be cooking on the back
years old." •
burners, where toddlers' can't
In her six years in hollywood
reach it. The hantais of pots
and pans oil front burners
Tuesday has appeared In 250 teleshould always be tarried invision shows and started in 10 moe
ward. so eager little hands
vies, latest of which is allied artists'
can't grab them t
-Fonder In The Rain" with Steve
steaming contents down on
McQueen and Jackie Gleason
innocent heads
In Demand
Knivesand ether sharp
She is in trernendom • anand by
utensils -should be stored well
producers and stir'.
out of reach.
cane sonic good
"I think la
Poisonous Clearing cornwork.- she said -But nothing really
TOP SHELF of medicine cabinet isn't a safe place for razor
pounds and sprays simild
great. When I make one really gnat
if a youngster has some rmans of climbing up to get at it,
never be, left in low cabinets,
and beautiful picture about love
where kids-can sample them.
I'll probably quit acting and try
piney and a safety experts
for the minute it takes to
something else"
Dangerous Applianem
•
A locked
answer the doorbell. AcciI ..11r.
, chest is
Has Tuesday regretted not leadSmall appliances, swill as
a bleming Barring that, it's dental drownings are not WeMg a nsrrnal teen-ager's life?
elearia mixers. should never a goad idea ta store razor common.
-How me you miss what you nevbe lift in operation unieits an laavaes and mcticine well out
And never leave water in
er had?" She replied. "I would like
adult is around to keep an eye of reach. The top shelf isn't al- the tub. A curious tot might
to have had a better formal educaon them-or on a curious ways as safe as it seems--not fall into trouble.
tion. Yet I hae an education of my
youngster who wants to in- if kids can reach it by climbSeldom-used electric outlets
I own that most other 20-year-olds
vestigate closer.
ing on a step-stool, the rim are also an attraction for
don't even know about.
The bathroom is another of the tub or the sink!
curious children. Covers can
Big Clint Walker, better known to television viewers as
"I've learned about human natdanger spot. warns Jean KinThe tub presents another be purchased to seal them
Cheyenne Brodie of the hit western "Cheyenne," 'will be
ure, people, and the ways of the
kead. who is the tvomen's con- hazard: Never leave a child safely..
appearing at the 1963 Mid-South Fairas, World Championship
world-things that have prepared
sultant to an Msurance corn- alone in the bath, not even Too Hot To Handle
Rodeo. Walker, who stands a towering six feet six inches tall,
me for life Now I game I'm hke an
will be in Memphis for the Rodeo from Sept. 13 thru Sept. 28
Ironing is dangerous when
abstract painting-people can make
Performances will be at 2 & 8 p.m.
you have a toddler tearing
anything they want of me"
around the house. Plan to iron
while the youngster naps, sad
never leave a hot iron within
Wider door openings in
reach while it cools Stow it
away on the back of the stove,
making certain its cord can't
be tugged at, either.
In Sight
The best possible way to
make certain your small child
is safe at home is to keep the
youngster in view Is much as
possible. When he's out of
sight and things are suddenly
very quiet, check quickly. Silence usually means a youngster is into something he
shouldn't be into.
Watch Out Fief Hazards
Go over the home grounds
looking for hazards and eliminate them.
Wtule you're at . it, check
your mama:nee policies and
make sure they provide coverage for accidents, whether to
a member of the family or a
visitor. It's protection you
need because accidents can be
•
--matrataamieNtax
costly, wiping out savings alNew forward slanting windshield pillar provides insulation for quieter, more weatherproof cabs.
most overnight. The best
roomier door openings for easier entry and exit Corsair 95 engines have been increased to 95
protection of all, ot course, is
in 1964 Chevrolet trucks with regular cabs, Other horsepower from SO. The new 1964 Chevrolet
Tra,!.re /r.suran,
to do all in your power- and
features include longer lived lamps and exhaust truck line aim incorporates all the major chassis,
TO a
into curious little hands, a hot iron
that's aonsidarable- to keep
systems, lower transmission hump in most pickup engine, and body ndsanees made under a
ishaual i.e well out of reach on back of stove while it Lucas.
models, mere positive door latches, and improved' five-year program which began with 1960 models.
accidents num happening,
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Here's the action car Parnelli
Jones conquered Pike's Peak
with! First place over all cars!
The hottest Mercury ever!
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REVERSE INTEGRATION-Steve Fitts (right) and schoolmate
Edward Jerenigan go through mail received by Mrs. Y'Vonne
Fitts, most of it approving Steve's "reverse integration" irk
Korth Little Rock, Ark. He started attendtag an all-Negro
(till now) school which is closer to home than other achoola.
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. MOVING? If so, try to let us know your telephone requirernents in advance. We have two important jobs to
do when you move . . . disconnect the phone at the old
address,. connect one at your new address. And in your
new home you may want extra telephone conveniences
„ . . extensions, color phones, perhaps a Bell Chime.
Advance notice of your move will help us give you the
kind of service you've come to expect from your Telephone Company—quick, efficient, dependable.
• • •

GOING TO THE 1964-65 NEW YORK WORLD'S
FAIR? If so, you'll find throughout the fair grounds over
1,700 specially designed telephone booths featuring push
button telephones and maps of the fair that show the
caller's location.
• • •

SCHOOL'S IN ... and that means the children will be
out by the dozens, walking to school, riding their bicycles,
getting on and off school buses. So, it's time again for all
of us to be extra careful with our driving . . . especially
around schools, crossings, and bus stops. Watch for the
signs, drive slowly, and STOP whenever required. Our
children are our most precious assets, and it's up to all
of us to protect them.
• • •
EVER HAD TO SCRAMBLE—with the rest of the family—to talk on a Long Distance call? A Speakerphone
gives everyone a chance to participate in calls without
huddling, crowding or waiting in line. And families will
enjoy hearing both sides of the conversation. Call our
Business Office to find out more about the Speakerphone.

THE WORLD'S FIRST TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
celebrated its 85th birthday early this year. In 1878 the
exchange, in New Haven, Connecticut, listed nearly 50
telephone subscribers. The switchboard itself was primitive to say the least. Among its fittings were teapot handles,
and the whole thing was strung together with wiring from
the frames of ladies' bustles!
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